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Local -Control of schools: Two Views of'its Nature
as Found in the Rodriquez Decisioin Rendered by

the United States Supreme Court

GREGORY P. MALTBY
New Mexico State University

Abstract
4

Th s paper will examine the 1973. Unit States Stipreme

ourt Decision - San Antonio School pistrict auez
a

. for the purpose of extracting- two different and conflicting

views of the nature of local control of schools. Thea.e two

views, (in a sense definitions) will bexamined in light of

contemporary research and professional-tuorgement to sed

which, if either, is most realistic, gi'ven the various-an

sundry organizational constraints operating on all local

government degision-making incontemperrary-times.

. '
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Local control of Schools: wo Views of its Nature
as Found in the Rodriquez D ision Rendered by

the United States Supre, Court

In the 1973 decisionSan Antonio Scho 1 District v.

Rodriquez- -the United, States Supreme Court deal with the

matter of local control as an integral part of the mosaic

of issues rela,ted to the amination of the structure and

functioning of the Texas system of financing.public

schools. Among the questions of education (schooling)

as a fundamental right, and cost/quality arguments, the

majority decision and minority dissents each in turn re-
,

flected at length upon whether_pr not the system of funding

schools under consideration by'the Court was necessary to

maintain and ensure local control of the schools. As'ar-

gued by the State of Texag and accepted by the majority (a 5-4 decision)

of the Court, local'control.ck schools was the "compelling
. \

state
.

interest"'for the system of funding/ used by the state. \
. /

The disSenters also found that local control was a "legiti-

mate state purpose", but rejected the,notion that.the Texas
so.

.system of funding adequately .ensured local control for all

school districts in the state. In fact,-it may be safely

4

1. See the partially annotated bibliography at the end of
this paper for basic source material dealing with both the
Rodriquez case and Serrano case. The Serrano case was the,
forebearer of the Rodriquez and many oEFIT-Iike cases still
in various.state cou t systems.
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pointed put that those who dissented found the system of

funding irrational,to the purpose of local control in that
1

it favored property rich districts and disfavored property

poor ones.

Hence "the point of disjuncture between the majority.

view and minority dissents on the issue of local control
) f

revolves about the quantity of money available to school

districts. Two\factdxs, in a sense, inerse,ct to .translate

quantity of money into "quality of local control" often

referred to in the case as, local decision making. These

two factors are 1).the Minimum Foundation School Program

which provides, on a moderately slidingscale, a guaran-

teed minimum of, funding for each district considering

dent population'and local distr.i t effoi.t in raising money
.

through. property tax, and 2) the vrici)aS functions allowe

or conferred by the state on the local school district.

Translated, this means essentially those areas over which

the board of education in each district exercises final

decision making.
//

Put somewhat differently, since both the majOrity

opinion and mjInority:dissents assumed the ,Merit 'f local
;

control, the arguments centered about the funds atrailable

to each district for implementing decisipns made at the
4.34

local level and the distribution of tunctions as set forth

in the Texas Education Codqr that i, those powers reserved

to the state and those grantedo local districts by statute.

. 5
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Using the(exas ducation Code Justice Powell writincP.
.

for the majority and Justice Marshall,writing the.most-

detailed of the three dissenting opinions, found in turn

that genUine:4ocal control .did exist or that it was a

pretense.,--

It would be well to cite both Justices' exact words (foot--

notes included) to aid in the analysis that follows First Jus-

tice Marshailwho referred to the whole matter as a "mere sham."

...it is apparent that the State's purported con-
cern with local control is offered primarily as
an excuse rather than as `a Ustification for' inter -
district (monatary) inequarPty.

In Texas, statewide laws regulate in fact the
most minute details of local public education.
For example, thesState prescribes required courses.88
All textbooks must be submitted for state approv.6.1,89
and only approved textbooks may be used." The State
established the qualifications necessary for teaching
in Texas public school's and. the procedures for ob-
taining certificetion.91 The State has even legis-
lated on the length of the school day.92 Texas' own
courts have said:

R.

"As a result of the acts of the Legislature
our school system is not of mere local con-
cern but it is statewide.. While a school
district is local-Ihterritorial\qimits, it
is arrintegral(Part of the vast school sys-
tem. which is coextensive with the confines
of-the State of 'Texas." Treadaway v. Whitney
4 IndepercVent School District, 205 S. -W. (_:1 97,
99 Tex. Ct. Civ. App. 1947).

See also El Dorado Independent SOlool.--,District v.
Tisdale, 3 S: W. 2d 420, 422 (T x. Comm'n- App. 1928) .

-.88Tex. Educ. Code Ann. §§21.101-.21.117. Criminal
/ \penalties are provided for, failure to. teach ger-

( tain required courses.,,,,,-Id' §§4.15-4.16.

6
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. 89Id., g§12.11-12.35.

§12.62-

91Id., §§13.031-13.046.

92Id.,321.004. 2

Justice Powell responded in a lengthy footnote. Afte
2

a review of the argument set forth by Justic Matishall cited

above, Justice. Powell stated:

..This assertion, that genuine local control does
not egist in Texas,, simply cannot be suppdrted. It
is abundantly refuted by the elaborate statutory
division of responsibilities set out in the Texas
_Education Code. Although policy decisionmaking and
supervis'on in certain areas are reserved to the
State, t e day-to-day authority over the "manage-
ment and trol" of all public elementary and sec-
ondary schoo i squarely placed on the local
school boards. Tex. Educ. Code Ann. §§17.01, 23.26
(1972). Among the innumerable specific powers of
the local school authorities are the following:
the polier of eminent domain to acquire land for the
construction of school facilities, id., §§17.26,
23.26; the power to hire and terminate teachers and
other personnel, id.., H13.101-13.103; the power to
designate conditions of teacher employment and to
establish certain standards of educational'policy,,
id., §13.901; the power to maintain order and disy

§21.305, including ,Che prerogative to
suspend students Tori,disciplinary reasons, id.,
§21.301; the power to decd Whether to .offer a
kindergarten program, id.j,§§21.131-21.135, or a
vocational training program, id., §21.111, or a pro-
gram of special.education for the handicapped, id.,
§11.16; the power to control 'the assignment and-1
'transfer of students, id., §§21.074-21.080; and the
power to operate and maintain a school bus'program,
id., §16.52. See also Pervis v. LaMarque 'ed.
School Dist., 328'F. Supp. 638, 642-643 (SD Tex:
1971) reversed,- 46'6 F. 2d 1054 (CA5 1972); Nichol

..
.

2. San Antonio Independent School' District v. Rodriguez,
411 U.S., pp. 126-127 (1972).

1 t7
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y. Aldine Ind.'School Dist., 356 S. W. 2d 182 (Tex.
Civ. App. 1962). Local school boards also deter- .

mine attendance zones,, location of new schools,
closing of,old ones, school attendance hdurs (with-
in limits), grading and promotion policies subject,
to general guidelines, recreational and athletic
poiiciest and a myriad-of other matters in the rou-
tine of school administration. It cannot be seri-
ously doubted that in Texas education rema ns largely

* a local function, and that the preponderati g bulk
of all decisions affecting the schools is .m de and
executed at the local level, guaranteeihg th greatest
participation by those most directly concern =d.3

In addition to the specifics mentioned al:36\7e y 'both

Justices Marshall and Powell, other powers were mentioned

by one or both of them. Specifically, ,the local district

could indelDt itself for capital improvement but withi

limitations set by state statute; ,inimum sa aries wer

Set by' the state for all teachers,, but distri is

\ granted the right to exceed these 1 its. In dition,

the State' f Texas mandates compulsory at'ten ance and

the scheme for Bunding educatken through the Texas Minimum

Foundation Program. Clearly, the same set of state laws

were being utilized by both sides in this particular matter

to support their separate contentions.

Aereful reading of the evidence that both the maj- .

ority.and minority opinions offers in the legal aspe6t of

local- control -- powers confirped, shared or denied to the

local district by the state -- suggests no exacting guide as

to how to pefiue the presence or abgence of local'cor4rol.

The best one can abstract j.s that, the state grants to local

3. ibid.', pp. 51-52, fn. 108.

8
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authority some functions and powers. There is no sug.-

gestion, 'except possibly by implication for making a

-judgement, as to which fUnctions ,or powers are of greater

importance or of a more critical nature.' The only con-.

clusion that appears valid on the basis of an examination

of the Justices remarks is that each Of them found a

sufficient number of functions or powers granted or _denied

(or ciriih..9.gxibed) Co warrant their separate and quite

opposite opinions about the "quality" of local control.,

Justice 'Marsh:ants contention (for the minority) that it

was a pretense-(a shm) suggests that, in his judgement,
t"

local control existed.on paper, that is, in the statutes

Of the State-81'T xas, but, in reality, nowhere else.

Justice PowelI's citatio or the rtajority) of a'selective

number of f nctions and power implies that those cited were

sufficient evidence that local districts have a fain amount

of discretion or latitude in decision making. Hence, for

Justice Powell and those who concurred with him, local:

'control was alive and reannably healthy,in Texas.

The second aspect of the. opposing views over local-

control had too with variation of money availftle to

each of the school districts,n the state. For those in

the dissent_froM the majority opinlon, their view was in-

fluenced by the variation in funding levels among the dis-

tricts of tle state as conditioned by state Law. Of the

three dissenting (pinions' (Marshall, White and Brennan),

.

9
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Justice White presents the most cogent ar ument.' Homing

his statement in on the demonstrable and substantial'

dollar,inequalities'among school districts in Texas, he

levels his judicial -broadside'rat the lack_ of "meaningful

options" and "realiStic choice." Simply, in his view,

the system of funding sohools in Texas did not permit'

such options and choices either practically or legally.,

That is,, the system was so strructured by statute that poor

districts cannot within the limits imposed'by the state,

'raise revenue that comes.anywhere close to what property

rich districts Cah raise even when the more wealthy dis-

triI cts mpke less fiscal effort than the poor districts.

In the process of his discussion, Justice White states-

'fairly the basic contentions of the State of Texas about

local control. (This is the same set of contentions

accepted-by the majority.) Then, in the judgemen/t of
A

this writer, Justice White demolishes those contentions

with facts accepted,by all parties concernecr. What

follows is the text of Justice White's analysiSAfootnotes

included) .

The Texas'pub'lic schools are-financed through
a,combination of state funding, local property tax
revenue, and some federal funds.1 Concededly, the
system yields wide disparity in. per-pupil revenue .'
among the various districts. typic / year,
for example, the Alamo Heights 'district ad total
revenues of $594.per pupil, while the E gewood dia-
trict had only $356 per pupil. The majprity and
the State -conceder as they must, the eAstence of
major disparities in spendable funds/ But the
State contends that the disparities do not invidi-
ously discriminate against children and families

-

4
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in districtssue as,Edgewood, because the Texas'.
scheme is design -d "to provide:an adequate education
for all, with 1 cal autonomy to go beyond that,&s -

individual school districts desire and are
It leaves to t e people of each district the choice
whether to go beyond the minimum and, if/So,/by,how
much."3 The ajority advances this rationalization:
"While. assur ng 'a basic education for'every chil
in the Stat , it permits and encourages a 71arge*

. measure articipation in and control'o eac
distri schools at the local level." /

-S-
V

ca of disagree with the propos ion' that
loca con' rolland local decisionmaking play an
imporJtant part in -our democratic syst M of govern
ment. C . James v. V,altierra, 402 U.S. 137 (1971).
Much may be left, to local option,,. and this case would
be quite different if it were true tat the Texas
system, while insuring minimum educational expend-.

in every district through lateundi-ng-, '
extended a meaningful option .to al" local districts
to increase their per-pupil expenditures and so
improve their children's education to the extent
that increased funding would achieve that goal.
The systeM would then arguably provide a rati
and sensible method of achieving e s ated aim
of preserving an area forLifocal initiative,and
decision.

The diffipulty with the Texas system, however
-is that/it provides a meaningful option to Alamo
keight and like schools districts abut almost none'
to Edgewood and those other district with a low -

per-pupil ,real estate tai base. In these latter
districts:, no matter how desirous parents are of
supporting,their schools with greater revehUes,
is impossible to-do so through the use of the x
estate property tax. In these districts;- the. as
system utterly fails to extend a realistic ice
to parents because the property tax, wh the
only revenue- raising mechanism exten to, school
districts, is pYactical1y and 1 ly- ung(7ailab1 e7"
That this is t and y-be readily demon-
strated.1---

7--

--L16ca1School districts in,Texas raise their
portion of the Foundation School Protram--the Local
Fund Assignment - -by levying ad valorem taxes on'the
proper/ty.located within their boundaries. In addi-
tion, the districts are authorized, by the state
constitution and by statute, to levy ad valoem

dl

4
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/
property-taxes

A
in order to raise revenues'to sup,-

Port educational spending over and above tWex-
-penditure of Foundation School Program faandg.

44

Both the Edgewood an Alamo Height
are located in Bexav County, 'Texas. S
rollment in Alamo Heights is 5,4327
22e862. The per-pupil market value'
propertIn Alamo Heights is $49,07
$5,960. In a typical, relevant yea
/had a maintenance tax rate of $1.2
vice (bond) tax rate of 20 per $
evaluation, while Edgewood had a
of 52 and a bond rate of 67.

,applied.to'the respective, tax b
Heights $1,433,473 in maintena
$236,074 in bond dollar's, and
in maintenance dollars and $2

districts
udent en-
Edgewood

%

,f-the taxable
, in Edgewood
, Alamo Height,
and a debt serf-

00'asses§ed---
alnXenance rat

hese-rates, wh n
ses, yielded.,Alamo /-

ce dollars and /' /
dgewood $223,034
9,023 t.bond °liars.

aA's is readily apparent, i?ecre.- se of -Oevari ce in
01Aax bases,between the di§tr et§, i. terms
of revenues,-4not correr e wsith.effort in
terms of tax rate. Thus, lamo 'Heights, ith a tax'
base tiPProximateiy.twice he. size of.Edg ood's
base, realized approximately six times a many /

Maintenance dollars as adgewood by u§in 'a tax rate
only approximately,two nd one-half ti es larger.'
Similaply, Alamo Heig s realized sly _tly fewer
bond dollars_ by using'a bond ax rate less. than
one-third of that us d by Edgewood.

Nor is Ediewo s revdnue-rai
only deficient whe
(NorthEast Distri t has taxable propert
per-pupil market vane,df approxfmat-e y -$ ,001J,
but .totaL taxab property approximately f4Lui and
one-half times h'at of Edgewood. Applyi-g 0 main-
ten0nce rate o $1, Uorth.Ea9t yielded $2,818,148.
/Thus,because
was able to a
twice that ap
than' 10 time
North East,

. $1,249,159-
'with two-t

A

ing'potent41
compared with Alamo Heights.,

f its superior tax base, No th East
ply a tax rate slightly les than
lied by Eagellocd and yield ore .

the maintenance dollars. Similarly,
ith a bond rate of 45,, ielded

more than four times Ed
rds the rate.

ewood's yield

Plai y acre Ala us s ier North East, to
apply the E ewood-tax rate to its tax/base, it
would yiel far greater revenues than/Edgewood
able to y. rd.-applying those same rates to its-
base. Conversely, were Edgewood to apply the Alam
Heights or North East rates to its base, the yield/

12
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would be far smaller than the Alamo Heights or
North East yields.. The disparity is, therefore,
currently operative and its impact on dgewood is
undeniably serious. 'Tt is evident from statistics
in the record that( show thatapplying an equalized.
tax rate of 85 per $100 assedsed valuation, Alamo
Heights was able .to provide approximately $330 per
pupil'in local revenues over and above the Local
Fund Assignment. In Edgewood, on the other hand,
with an equalized tax rate of $1.05 per $100 of
assessed valuation, $26 pupil was raised beyond
the Local Fund Assignment.' As previously noted,
in Alamo Heights, tbtal. per-pupil revenues from local,,
state, and fedpral _funds was $594 per pupil, in
Edgewood $356.'

In order'to equal the highest yield in any
other Bexae County district, Alamo Heights would
be requited to ax at the 7rate, of 68 per $100 of
asSefsed E gewood would be required to
tax at the' arohibitive ate of $5.76 per $100.
131kt ,state -1.3w places a $ :\50 per $1.00 ceiling on

maintenance tax rate, ajimit that wod surely'
be reached long before Ed, wood atta$led equal
yield. EdgewooeTs thus p ciuded in law, as well
as in fact, from achieving yield even 'Close to
that of some other districts

1The heart of the Texas system i Mbodied in an in-
tricate series of statutory pro 'sins which- make
up Chapter 16 of.the Texas Educe ode,'Tex. Educ.
Code Anil. g16401 et Seq. Seer als. Te duc. Code
Ann. §15.011 et seq.,,and §20.10 et eq.

2The figures discussed are from 101.ain ffs" Exhibits'
7, R, and 12. The figures are from t e 1967-1968
School year. Because the various exhis ts relied ,

upon different attendance totals,--the p- -pupil're-
su\ts dp not precisely correspond to the ross.fig-
ure q ed. The, disparity between districts, rathe.r.
than the a ual figures, is the important ctor.

3Brief or Appellants ,11-13',

\-
4Variabl assessment practices are,also rexeale. in
this rec d. Appellants do not, however, conten that
this facto accounts, even to a small extent, fo the

tri t disparities.

e .1,\
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5The per-pupil funds received from state, federal,
and other sources, while not preciSely equal, do
not account for the large differential and are not
directly` attacked in the present case.4

The.majority opinion was based partly on a review of

the Texas Minimum Foundation Program. The review led to the.

conclusion that the program assured an adqquae education for

each child in the state. Nowhere does the ma1orit' or the,.
, If ..e,

State of Texas dispute the facts cited above by JuStice
(

White; only the implitations df those facts for the larger

constitutional issue of discrimination based on Wealth.5

Justice Marshall, in his own dissenting opinion, after

an analysis of evidence With reference to the funding scheme

in TeKas, decided that for many districts local.control was

a myth. 6
In the Serrano case, the forebearer of the

Rodriguez and other such cases, the California State Supreme
,

kirCourt declared t at fiscal freewill for poor districts was

a "cruel illusion. "?

4. + I- 4. -I- I- .4. I- -I- I- + + + + + + + + + + +

We have reviewed the major components as dealt with

by the court related'to local control--the powers and/or
c

functions granted-or denied local school districts and ,,,

.

the question of the amount of expendable wealth available
1

to implement decisions at the local level. Some additional

4.
1

5.

6.

7. Serrano v. Priest, 487 P. 2d p. 1260 (1971).

g.

Ibid.', pp. 63-67.

Ibkol.,.pp. 18 -29.

Ibid.,.,p2. 129.

14
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points need to be clarified,however, ,before probeeding

with what other sources reveal on this matter and,

to ,an attempt at a aefinition of local. co ntro.

f
.eFirst, the case of dollars available. or functions

conferred, it must be kept in mind that we are dealing'. in

a .relative area. There is no model, t ratindicates total

local control within the 'legal.frAmework of rican. .

society. Even historical examples may be4distorions of °

reality.8

.Second, it is the assumption of\t!4s writer that

essentially-the same problem ot'dfiningJocal control

exists when,it comes to questions about-all local govern-
-0,

',merit given the structure of funding and distribution of powers

it all states. Therefore, arks-related.to local control

tn school'distiibts well be- relevant' to.lbcal govern-

'ment in. 'gene al.
. .

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

What literature is available is generally vague in

terms of any operational-definition of local control. Xt is

,evident from the literature review that the two c ipon-

. ants -- statutes and funding - -are ,prime ilethentstin app, dis-.

cussion af local control., i

I

8: See: 1W.nard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of Ameri-,
can Society: °Needs and _Opportunities for .Study (Chapel Hill:
The university of North Carolina Press, 1960) for ,an inter-
pretive history of the origin of schooling.

0
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Campbell,and others9 make the traditional point

that$school districts, like all local government, are'a

creation of the state and their limits are set by statute.

.They also suggest that the concept of local.. control is a

part of the fabric of our value system and by implication

the degree of locals autonomy. varies from state to state b

on history and tradition. But because of the growi in-

volvement at the federal as well as state Lev in local

affairs (fimincially and through statut- , local control

is in, their 'view ,as much a folkloreas a fact. There is,

in addition, the very complex network of an informC1
qt)

nature, that impacts and constrains local decision making.

It is this'last point that .Wirt and Kirstn deal'withsat

length. -These points.are examined throughout Rosenthal.11

But while these. sources set the context of the larger

question-best summed'up by-the question, "Who runs the

schools?"-"-they offer little 'in the way of an ope'rational

definition that Might resolve the dispute over the issue

raised in the Rodriguez case.

. .

9. Roald F...Campbell and others, The Organition and Con-
trol of American School's (3d ed..;, Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Co., i9'75), pp.-76-77

10. Frederick M. Wirt and Michael W. Kirst, The Political
f American.Schools Boston: Little, Co., 1972):We

'.see e chap. 5.

11. Alan Rosent , ed., Governing Education: A Reader on
Politics, .Power an 'ublic School PolicyAGarden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday & Co., 1969.

12. Ibid., vii.

-
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A search of the ERIC system revealed little of a

direct aid to the Problem.- Fbur.entribs do'deSerVe'note,

however, because 'they 'deal with-a related point raised in-

the majority ,decision,-
I

'
One writer13, after reviewing the facto'rs that .imit

local control (school district autonomy is the search

definition) which included intergovernmental aid, pro,

fessionalization(and unionization), court decisions 4 d

state statute (and various administrative restrictkon),:

suggests that all existing evidence does nbt indicate that

s increased state financial support of local distriet Means

z/ loss of school districtidecision making; It d s not follow

that as the state_changes its structure of ,funding, an

raises its share to local school districts, state control --.,/

over educational matters increases.

_Another study14 loo g at ten states with diffeeent

levels of state aid and'examining eleven components of

J.State control over loca' decisi). on peNonnel
ti

and budgetary matters, reached base ly the same conclusion

as Ruhrman, that is, there is no relationsh etween degree

of state control:and level of .state contribution local
%

districts. Further,.the Lie/in study found little relationship

I 07.

13.. Susan,H. Ruhrman, "L cal Control: Fear or,Fantasy, A
Report of the New Jersey Education Reform Project"_(ERIt #
ED095653, April 1974). See also by the same author: "Local
Coritrc.: Fear or Fantasy?" New,aersey School Leater,;,,quly/
August 197=4, pp. 7710.

14. Betsy Levin and Michael A. Cohen, Levels' of State Aid Re-,
lated -to State Restrictions on Loca) School District Detision-
Making (Wasiiington 1The Urban Institute, 1973) . Also
listed in ERIC-- # ED077405...
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-between degree of state control on these same components
,

and the rate at Which innovations were adopted. But the

study did find a positive relationship between higher

levels of state contribution to local school districts

and a higher rate of innovation.

Leading to the conclusion th.at full state funding

and some greater degree of equity in the availability of

educational funds for all local districts may not del-

b crease local control/decision making does not follow,

_however. The best that one can suggest i$ to accept the

point raised by ,Charles B,enson),
15

. In discussing the many

variables /ghat need attention in a scheme that - includes

full state funding (including a more equitable distribution

;a))

M
..

. - .

-of money amogg all districts,of the state), he concludes
.

.

A

that more i'fOrMatidn is needed than is now available.

It may' be said' that we are, still data poor in the area of

designing fair /fundilag schemes.
,

But setting aside the question of Zcisingle kind of funding

-:sCheme that is bjst (if such exists), the matter ofkwhether
. 4

or'nqrt,higher conributions by the state to local school

districts decreases local decision making-is a 'Root point.

Wha evidence there is does not suggest that it does. Yet,

in the majority decision, Justice Powell accepted the notion

/15. Charles S. Benson, "Equity in School Financing: Full
State Funding,",ERIC # ED103984, 1975).
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,

tju:t.,00ntrol follows money in arguing gainst challenging
c

the Texas scheme of funding. \.,

i

--,-

16

Summary

Two items are left: 1) extracting the two

:;--definitions of local control implicit in the Rodri

Ow'

case and 2) rendeiring'ajudgement as to which def in' tion

is most realistic, given the various and sundry institutional

and organizational constraints operating on local school

districts in,contemporary times. It should be evident at

this point that on the basis of the data availab(ie, no

exact operational definition can be' stated.

For the majority of the High Court,iit appears that.

a minimum amount of funding per student set at approxi-

mately $350 and the powers and functions set by state

statute was sufficient to ensure'adequate local decision

making. On the basis of weak data,- the majority concluded
647.b ,

that any substantial increase of state support would de-

crease local decision making (and one must assume this) by

increas*g legal restrictions on local.districts by the state.

iFor the minority, the legal restrictions already n
*4

exLstence along with the variation in funding, structured ,

by law, were sufficient to conclude that property poor

school districts had little or no real decision making power.

5\

16. Rodriquez, .op. cit. pp. 49, fn. 109.
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How, for example, could such districts compete meaning-

fully- with relatively wealthy districts for, the' most com-

petent teachero. (a generally assumed criterion -f.-c").'`,r quality

of education) in the state. While all districtsad the

power to hire teachers, which districts, it'm4 be asked,

. are likely to obtain the most highly qualified, if wealthy

districts are able to.offer higher salaries.( Given the
)

criteria that the profession and lay public alike accept. as
, .

indicators of quality education-.(e.q. ebeaphersylaries,-
T

st.udent/teacher ratio, physical faci1A-les'and other alike

input variables), the minority had a powerful argument to
4

,sustain its^tView.

Sp at this juncture in. the evaluation of research on

the question and the logical arguments that can be made

on the fact of our knowledge base; insufficient hough it
may be,4it'must be concluded by this writer that min- ,

ority contentions related to local decision making come

-7- clos.ap,t tp reality. Lack of adequate funds DegarLess of

the few .or many legal constraints set down by the legisla-,

sturej,leakens, if not effectively eliminates, locl 4cislon

making. If numerous legal constraints added to insuf-
,

ficient funds, then the matter of local control may well

be relegated td-the category of a growing number of myths

in American. society.

,;;

--
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